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DISCONJUGACY AND MULTIPOINT BOUNDARY VALUE 
PROBLEMS FOR LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS WITH DELAY 
ALEXANDER HAŠČÁK, Bratislava 
(Received September 22, 1986) 
Boundary value problems play an important role in the theory of differential 
equations, both ordinary and ordinary with delay. There are many papers devoted 
to their study (see e.g. [2], [10], [15] and references therein). Boundary value 
problems for ordinary linear differential equations are closely related to the study of 
their disconjugacy. There are many papers devoted to this topic (see [1] and references 
theirein). However, the corresponding theory for differential equations with delay 
has not yet been built up. The purpose of this paper is to give a generalization of the 
notion of a disconjugate linear differential equation for linear differential equations 
with delay and then to give the relation between the new notion and multipoint 
boundary value problems. This will enable us to treat multipoint boundary value 
problems by methods analogous to those known from the theory of ordinary dif­
ferential equations. 
Consider the following n-th order linear homogeneous differential equation with 
(for simplicity) a single delay 
(E,) x^(t) + ^a,(t)x^{t) + lb,(t)x^(t-A(t)) =0 
k=0 fc=0 
having continuous (in the interval t0 й t < T ^ + oo) coefficients ak(t), bk(t) and 
a delay A(t) ^ 0. 
The underlying initial value problem (lVP) for the equation (Еи) is defined as 
follows: On the initial set 
Et0 = {t - A(i): t - A(t) < t0, t є <f0, T)} u {i0} 
let a continuous initial vector function ф(ї) = (<Ao(O>^i(O>*--'0n-i(O) ^ e giv e n-
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We have to find the solution x(t) e C"(<*o> T)) of (En) satisfying 
(IV) * ^ o ) = <M*o)> fe-0,l,...,n- 1 , 
x<'>(i-40) = **('-40) if t - 4 ( r ) < i o . 
Under the above assumptions, the initial value problem (E„), (IV) has exactly one 
solution on the interval <f0, Г). 
Definition 1. The set of solutions x(t) of (E„) satisfying 
(1) x(t0) = 0 , 
x(t - A(t)) = 0 if t - A(t) < t0 
is called a band of solutions (or shortly a band) at the point t0. 
Definition 2. The set of solutions x(t) of (E„) which, in addition to the condition 
(l), satisfy also 
(2) х(к%) = Фк(і0), fc = l , 2 , . . . , n - l , 
x«\t - A(t)) = &(f - A(t)) = 0*(i<,) if ř - J(í) < ř0 
is called the principal band ofsolutions of(En) at t0. It will be denoted by B(En, t0). 
Theorem 1. B(En, t0) is an (n — l)-dimensional vector space. 
Proof. It is easy to see that B(En, t0) is a vector space. We shall show that its 
dimension is (n — 1). Denote by xf(i, t0) the solution in B(En, t0) which satisfies (2) 
with the initial function ф = (ф0, фІ9..., фп_і) defined by 
(3) фі(і) = 1 , teEt0, i = l , 2 , . . . , n - l , 
ФХО = 0 , í є Et0, j ф і . 
Then every solution x(i) in Б(£и, ř0) has the form 
x(t) = a! jCi(i, i0) + a2 x2(ř, ř0) + • •• + a«-i *n-i(*, *o) • 
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Let x(t) є B(En, i0), x(t) ф 0. The n-th consecutive zero (including multiplicity) 
of x(t) to the right of f0 will be denoted by n(x, t0). 
Definition 3. Let a є <f0> T). By the adjoint point to the point a (with respect to 
(E„)) we mean the point 
a(a) = inf {rj(x, a): x(t) є B(En, a), x(t) ф 0} . 
Definition 4. The equation (Ел) is said to be disconjugate in an interval / , iff 
a e I => cc(a) ф I. 
Theorem 2. Let I — <oe, ß} be a compact interval. Then for some ô > 0, (Ел) is 
disconjugate on every subinterval J ofI whose length is less than d. 
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Proof. We prove this theorem by contradiction. Let 
M = max max(la/ t ) | + \ЬШ) 
O ^ i ^ n - l teI ' ' 
and 
S = min [ 1, ] . 
V nM/ 
Assume that J c / , the length of J is less than ò > 0, and (E„) is not disconjugate 
in J. Then there exists a point t0 e J and a solution x(i) e Я(£иї t0) which has at 
least n zeros (including multiplicity) in Jt s= <ř0, + o o ) n J. Thus x(fe)(i) has at 
least (n — fe) zeros in J\ (fc = 1, 2 , . . . , n — 1). Denote 
fik = max jx(fc)(ř)|. 
í e J i 
From (2) we have 
max |x(k)(i)| ^ max |x(fc)(i - J(*))|. 
í e J j řeJ i 
From this fact and from the existence of zeros in Jx we obtain by the Mean-Value 
Theorem 
Mfc й Âc + i<5, k = 0, l , . . . ,w - 1 . 
Now, if f̂c > 0, then ^ < fa+iô. Since ^0 > 0 we get 
0 < fik < ö
n~kßn, k = 0 , l , . . . , n - 1 . 
On the other hand, from (E„) we get 
ßn й I (|fl*(r)| + |M0 | ) to è M £ Vu < 
fc = 0 fe=0 
< M(ôn + ^ " 1 + ... + ö) fi„ й nMöpin 
i.e. 
1 < nM 
which is a contradiction. 
Let us now define an n-point boundary value problem (BVP) for (E„). 
Let 
^ b - ^ f f l e j [ = (t0iT), т0 < xx S ... й тда, ™ + 1 й n, 
r0>rly...9rmeN, r0 + rx + ... + rm = n , 
A4...,^,A4...,A^eA, 
and let фо(0» Фі(0> •••' ^ro-i(0 ^ е continuous functions defined on £TO such that 
Ф і - і Ы = с о \ í = l , 2 , . . . , r 0 . 
The problem is to find the solution x(t) of the equation (E„) which satisfies the 
conditions 
(BV) *"-*Krj) = Pf'K vj = l,2,...,rj, j = 0 , l m , 
x*-*X* - 4 0 ) = <M' - 4*)) > ü = !> 2> • • •> ro if ' - 4 0 < *o • 
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Definition 5. The principal band of solutions for the boundary value problem 
(En), (BV) is the set of solutions from the principal band of solutions at т0 which 
satisfy 
(4) x^"V(t-A(t))=0 if f - J ( f ) < T o , 0 = l , 2 , . . . , r o . 
We shall denote this band by B(£„, т0, r0). 
It is easy to prove 
Theorem 3. Б(£„, т0, r0) is an (n — r0) dimensional vector space. 
Finally, we shall define the adjoint boundary value probiem (ABVP) to the 
boundary value problem (BVP). 
Let 
T 0 > T l 5 • • •> T m > r 0 > Г 1 > • • -5 rm ? 
O(l) ß(^i) o(r2) о(г„г) 
P\ > -•> Pl ? P2 > •••> Pm 
be such as in (BVP). 
The problem is to find a solution x(t) ofthe equation (En) which is from В(ЕЮ т0, г0) 
and satisfies the conditions 
x^-D(r . ) = # , > , vj = 1, . . . , rj, ; = 1, ..., m . 
Theorem 4. The equation (E„) is disconjugate on an interval I iff the adjoint 
boundary value problem (ABVP) to each boundary value problem (BVP) has 
exactly one solution. 
Proof. Each solution x(t) є B(En, т0, r0) can be written in the form 
(5) x(t) = ax xro(t, т0) + a2 xro + 1(f, т0) + . . + a„_ro x ^ ( f , т 0 ) . 
Let 
| * r o ( 1 ! ' T o) • • • Х л - і ( Т 1 э T o) 
j _ _ ^ r o 1 ( Т 1> Т о) • • • хп-1 ( т 1 > т о ) 
*r0(T2> т о ) • • • Хп-1\Т2> Т 0 / 
L*Sr"(T.,To) ••• 4'-f'>'(Wo). 
Then we have to choose a such that 
Ла = j8. 
This, however, is possible for each ß if and only if the corresponding homogeneous 
equation 
(6) Aa = 0 
has only the trivial solution. This occurs if and only if the differential equation (E„) 
is disconjugate in 1 (since if (E„) is disconjugate on / , then the trivial solution is the 









Definition 6. Let a continuous initial vector function ф(ї) = (фо(0> $i(0>**-
..., 0„^1(ř)) be defined on an initial set Et0. Then we define 
ЯФ,го = { (Фо(0» -^го - і (О і с і + 
4>raV)> •••> с и - г 0 
+ 0,-OO):CieR}. 
Theorem 5. Let the coefficients ai9 bt (i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1) o/ the equation (E„) be 
continuous on an intervalI. Then the equation (E„) is disconjugate onI ifand only 
ifepery boundary value problem (Ew), (BV) has exactly-one solution x(t) such that 
x(t ~~ A(t)) e НфіГо provided t - A(t) < т0. 
Proof. Denote by x(t; т0, ф0,..., фп~і) a solution of (E„) satisfying (lV). Now, 
Theorem 5 follows from the uniqueness of the solution of the initial value problem 
(IVP), from Theorem 4 and from 
*(i; т0, Ф0> • ••> Фп-i) = 
= x(t; т0, >̂0> •••> Фг0> Фго + i - Фг0 + і(то)5 •••> Фп-i - Ф«-і(то)) + 
+ x(t; т о ,0 , . . . , 0 , фГо + 1 (т 0 ) , . . . , ^_ i (To)) , 
Фі = Фі(0 , i = 0 , l , . . . , n - 1 . 
Corollary 1. T&e differential equation 
xiH\t) +4,afc)x"K*) + b0(ř) x(ř - A(t)) = 0 
i = 0 
is disconjugate on I if and only if the boundary value problem (E„), (BV) has 
exactly one solution. 
Corollary 2. The differential equation (E„) is disconjugate on I if and only if 
every boundary value problem (E„), (BV) has exactly one solution x(t) such that 
x(ro)(t - A(t)),..., x ( ' í_1)(í - A(t)) are constantfor t - A(t) < т0. 
Now we will show two exampleswhich will clarify and illustrate the new notions. 
For this purpose let us consider the following differential equation 
(E2) x"(t) + N(t) x(t) + M(t) x(t - A(t)) = 0 , 
N(t),M(t),A(t)eC{(to,T),R) 
which is a special case of (E„). By Sturm's Theorem we have that in the case A(t) = 0 
the function a(i) (which assigns to te(t0, T) its adjoint point a(i) if such а point 
exists, otherwise we put a(f) = T) is an increasing function. However, this is not 
valid if A(t) ф 0 as the following example shows. 
Example 1. Let the functions iV(f),M(i) and A(t) be defined by thefollowing 
formulas 
«*-<?: 
N(t) = 1 , 
t < 0 , 
t Z 0 , 
i e ( - o o , +oo), 
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and 
M(r) = / - 1 ' ř < 0 ' 
МУ) \ _ ( Г + 1 ) 5 ř £ 0 . 
Then (E2) becomes 
(7) x"(t) = 0 , f < 0 , 
x"(t) + x(t) - (t + 1) x(0) = 0 , t ^ 0 . 
It is easy to see that B(7, —1) is the one-dimensional vector space with the basis 
x0(t, —1) = t + 1. Thus a ( - l ) = +oo. On the other hand, #(7,0) is the one-
dimensional vector space with the basis x0(t, 0) — sin t and thus a(0) = n. 
Example 2. It is easy to see that if the coefficients N(t) and M(i) in (E2) are 
nonnegative functions, then (E2) is disconjugate on (i0, T). 
II 
In the condition (BV) we have r0 є N, i.e. r0 >̂ 1. If r0 in (BV) is equal to zero we 
have an other boundary value problem: 
Let 
т 1 ? т 2 , . . . , т т є / = (ř0, Г ) , тг S ï2 S ... è тте, m ^ и , 
r i , r 2 , . . . , r , , , G i V , Гі + r 2 + . . . + rm = П 
and 
ß?\ß?\...,ß^eR. 
The problem is to find the solution of the equation (E„) which satisfies the conditions 
(BV2) x^-
 l\xj) = ff* , ^ = 1, 2, ..., r , , ; = 1, 2, ..., m . 
Now the question arises: is there any relation between the zeros of some subset of 
solutions of (E„) and the existence and uniqueness of solution of the problem (E„), 
(BV2)? 
To give an answer to this question, we shall proceed as in the first part of this 
paper. 
For т0 eI let us denote by Br(En, r0) the set of all solutions of (E„) with constant 
initial vector functions which are defined on the initial set EtQ. It is easy to see that 
B'(En, т0) is an n-dimensional vector space and 
(8) В(ЕяіЧ)сВ'(ЕЯ9т0). 
Let x(t) є В\ЕЮ т0), x(t) ф 0. The и-th consecutive zero (including multiplicity) 
of x(t) to the right of т0 will be denoted by n(x, t0). 
Definition 7. Let a є I. By the^zrsi adjoint point to the point a (with respect to (E„)) 
we mean the point 
aj(a) = inf{^(x, a): x e B'(En, a), x ф 0} . 
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Corollary 3. a^a) g a(a). 
Definition 8. The equation (E„) is said to be strictly disconjugate on an intervalI iff 
a el => oq(a) фІ. 
Corollary 4.Ifthe equation (E„) is strictly disconjugate on I, then it is disconjugate 
on I. 
Now we can prove the following theorems (the proofs are analogous to those 
of the corresponding theorems in the first part of the paper): 
Theorem 6. Let I = <oe, ß} be a compact interval. Then for some S > 0, (En) is 
strictly disconjugate on every subinterval J ofI whose length is less than ô. 
Theorem 7. The equation (En) is strictly disconjugate on an interval I ijffor each 
т 0 є / , т0 < тІ5 the boundary value problem (E„), (BV2) has exactly one solution 
in В'(ЕЮ т0). 
Theorem 8. The equation (E„) is strictly disconjugate on an intervalI ifffor each 
т 0 є / , т0 < тІ5 andfor each continuous vectorfunction ф(і) defined on the initial 
set £T0, the boundary value problem (E„),(BV2) has exactly one solution x(r) such 
that 
x(t — A(t)) є Нф0 provided t — A(t) < т0 . 
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